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Autogam was created with the goal to satisfy the need to compose music by hand. No more chessboard, no more score, no more computer looking for a pattern to fill your keyboard. AUTOGAM IS AN INSTRUMENT TO MAKE LIVING MUSIC. Comments Off on Autogam – Play musical compositions on your computer by hand!Category : Autogam : General Autogam
application represents a free algorithmic Midi music generator! Musical composition is a mental creation, the instrument is an intermediary. and the musical theory chosen, one representation method among others. AutoGam allows the composition of music without knowledge of musical theory and without the need to be able to play an instrument. The greatest satisfaction for a
freeware author comes from others using the software. The goal of this site is to provide some explanation of what this program does. I will also develop it in response to your comments. For who? No musical knowledge necessary. Being able to play an instrument is not of any benefit, sadly, unless to you think of the mouse as a musical instrument! Some knowledge of Midi music
operation is certainly useful but not essential. Autogam Description: Autogam was created with the goal to satisfy the need to compose music by hand. No more chessboard, no more score, no more computer looking for a pattern to fill your keyboard. AUTOGAM IS AN INSTRUMENT TO MAKE LIVING MUSIC. Comments Off on Autogam – Play musical compositions on
your computer by hand!Category : Autogam : General Autogam application represents a free algorithmic Midi music generator! Musical composition is a mental creation, the instrument is an intermediary. and the musical theory chosen, one representation method among others. AutoGam allows the composition of music without knowledge of musical theory and without the need
to be able to play an instrument. The greatest satisfaction for a freeware author comes from others using the software. The goal of this site is to provide some explanation of what this program does. I will also develop it in response to your comments. For who? No musical knowledge necessary. Being able to play an instrument is not of any benefit, sadly, unless to you think of the
mouse as a musical instrument! Some knowledge of Midi music operation is certainly useful but not essential. Autogam Description: Autogam was created with the goal to satisfy
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If I wrote my biography alone, it would be a little like Michel Bourdon, who won the Grand Prix de la Critique in the 2001 Popular Science magazine. And would be short, because I am an easygoing composer. After graduating in music (including composition in 1999), I moved to Paris in December 1999. After living in France for five years, I moved to Canada in April 2004. I
currently live in Montreal. I am the author of the autogam software, which can be considered as a free algorithmic Midi music generator. I also enjoy creating my music by hand, and recording it, and I am also a musician and composer, so I know the part of composing that usually interests me. Algorithmic means that the sound of music is derived from the mathematical model of
the universe. I am working on a new version of autogam and its successor will be released in 2013, I am here to answer your questions about this software. I am also able to answer your questions about music. Midi music is the standard for the representation of music. It is a standardized audio standard of a piece of music, composed using one or more keyboard instruments, for
example a synthesizer or a drum machine. Autogam is a software which allows to compose Midi music. Sound effects. Drum machine. Synthesizer. Tape recorder and others. Not all of these techniques are provided by autogam, but all must be added by the user. Because an algorithmic generator is a good algorithm, you can enter your MIDI music's chords and lyrics to autogam for
composition. It will not take a composer's knowledge of music. It also offers an interface with a music theory software so that you can compose music with the same structure as students do. Autogam is an algorithmic MIDI music generator, without the need to know music theory, it gives access to all the methods of algorithmic composition. The algorithmic software, is also
designed to allow you to create your music by hand, the whole autogam software will allow you to create Midi music in a realistic manner. Yes, it is the only program that lets you create your music by hand, just some vectorial drawings and you are good to go! You are not limited to a musical composition, you can write letters, do drawings, whatever you like! Are there any
graphical elements? Yes, the interface has been designed to 09e8f5149f
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Replace the automatic composition of a conventional MIDI file, based on the key, meter and tempo of the song. Autogam - AutoGam Autogam allows you to compose music without theory. It organizes music in five different styles, and in particular, it allows you to compose extremely simple jazz, rock, funk, neo-classical, cinematic, electronic, techno, ballade, chanson, gospel and
theatre pieces. With all music programs, it is impossible to predict what genre will be composed. Some are made with a sort of hierarchy or taxonomy of genres, but this system is reversed. The composition process is very simple, because the music program takes care of it for you. Autogam gives you the possibility of freely modifying the part that has been composed, the
instruments used, the scale, the form, etc., etc... Just compose a piece that works for you. Autogam is unlike any music maker on the market. While they are tools that allow you to form a composition or orchestration from your chosen pieces of music, Autogam is that rare thing: a tool that allows you to compose a musical composition, leaving you free of classical musical theory.
Three different type of musical composition: Autogam is able to compose three types of musical composition: 3 The score, with a traditional music paper format. Txt document Midi file The metronome function is provided for quick midi control, to provide tempo indication for your composition. Under the metronome function, you can also edit the speed of the metronome.
Indeed, the difference between metronomes and drums can be very great. A metronome marks a beat at all times, whereas a drum provides a beat every time a hand strikes the instrument. The tempo resolution on the metronome is then in fractions of a beat (or quarter note). 40 beats/minute 60 beats/minute 100 beats/minute Each metronome can also have its own rhythm and
space, allowing the computer to calculate the beat in milliseconds, each time a hand strikes the instrument. This can be very useful when creating a snare drum for example. The ability to have different levels of metronomes, this allows you to program the computer to make beat resolution at the level of each of the different equipment. At low speed, the computer understands that a
drum is playing, at high speed, it is understood that each strike produces a beat

What's New in the Autogam?
Autogam is a free open source program that generates arbitrary Midi music. The GUI is based on a tree view. The overall music composition is based on a set of grooves (instrument tracks) and a sort of morphology function which adds, moves or removes notes or instruments in order to obtain the desired composition. More informations here : What we can do with Autogam :
Record, Repeat, Slow down, Restore, Save and Load a Midi music file. For playback, if you use PC speaker, you can hear the music. Otherwise, you have to load the Midi file into an instrument to be able to play it. Autogam allows you to create, modify and save the Midi grooves. Strip down options. Autogam in GUImidi : And now a short description of how the GUI works. The
possibilities are infinite. For these options and examples, I have chosen 8 instruments in order to give an idea of the process of music composition. (Default Standard instruments) The 8 instruments : GUImidi : an interface to simplify the use of Autogam You can drag and drop on Autogam with left button, or on GUImidi. It is the same thing! Record : each time an instrument is
recorded, a note is added to the corresponding groove. Autogam : control of the GUI : you can stop and continue the recording, move the instruments, or silence instruments. Save : load a previously recorded groove. Load : load a previously saved groove. Slow down : play a groove at reduced speed, and increase the time of the loading of new notes. (Once you have selected the
groove to be loaded, an interface appears to permit you to modify parameters, with a big icon to decrease and increase the speed. Simply click on the icon). Repeat : play a groove the same way it was originally loaded. Restore : restore the previously saved grooves. Search : find the most used instruments. Menu : Let me explain what you do : Autogam : let's start by control
AutoGam. You select a groove with the left button. You listen to the demo music with the right button, and then you choose the instruments to be used in the next grooves. GUImidi : gui panel at the top GUIm
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System Requirements For Autogam:
Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 (32 bit and 64 bit) Processor: Intel Pentium 4 1.8 GHz or AMD Athlon XP 1600+ 1.4 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Pentium 4 or compatible Video Card with 128 MB of RAM (512 MB recommended) DirectX® 9 compatible video card (256 MB recommended) Recommended: Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.5 GHz or AMD
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